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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3456-Jared pulled back the collar of the 
Summers family member, revealing a small black dot on the nape of their 
neck. It was almost impossible to spot unless one looked closely. 

With a gentle suction from Jared’s palm, a thin poison sting flew out from the 
black spot. 

“They were fatally poisoned by the sting, which caused hallucinations. It 
wasn’t due to any illusion array. Now, you can extract the poison stings from 
their bodies,” Jared said to Tyler. 

Tyler looked at the thin poison sting in Jared’s hand, his eyes filled with 
astonishment. 

Despite its small size, Jared was able to discover it. 

Quickly, Tyler and Freddie managed to extract all the poison stings from the 
bodies of the Summers family members. 

At that moment, everyone held Jared in high regard. 

“Stay close behind me. Don’t wander off,” he warned. “The plants and animals 
here have mutated due to the presence of celestial energy, making them 
difficult to deal with.” Jared reminded everyone. 

“Everyone, follow Mr. Chance’s instructions. No one is allowed to move 
around in disarray, Tyler roared at the Summers family. 

Under Jared’s guidance, everyone arrived at the foot of the mountain. 

From a distance, one could see the mountain peaks, but as they approached, 
they shockingly disappeared from sight. 

“Mr. Chance, there must be an arcane array here. Could it be an illusion? How 
can such a tall mountain peak suddenly disappear?” Tyler asked in confusion. 

“Mr. Summers, it probably wasn’t as simple as a mere illusion. I suspect it was 
some sort of illusionary arcane array…” Freddie retorted. 



Both of them turned to Jared, waiting for him to speak. 

Throughout the journey, if it hadn’t been for Jared, even if they had broken 
through that large arcane array, their losses might have been great. 

“This isn’t an illusion, nor is it a magic arcane array. The reason we can’t see 
the mountain peak is because we have already ventured into the heart of the 
mountain.” After Jared finished speaking, he waved his hand. 

Suddenly, a whirlwind arose from the place shrouded in celestial mist in front 
of him. 

The celestial mist was instantly dispersed, and to everyone’s surprise, they 
found themselves already halfway up the mountain peak. 

What surprised them even more was that halfway up the mountain, there 
appeared a vast expanse of gentle terrain. Astonishingly, there were several 
structures there that clearly did not belong to the Ethereal Realm. Despite 
their ancient age, these buildings still exuded a majestic grandeur. 

Above those structures, rainbow celestial clouds drifted, with unending 
celestial energy swirling around. 

“How… How could there be buildings here? Could it be that after the Celestial 
Battle, there were still people living here?” “Could this really be a genuine 
immortal sect?” “Although the building appeared old and was not particularly 
large, it nonetheless exuded an aura of ethereal grandeur.” Everyone in the 
Summers family stared at the building that had suddenly appeared before 
them, feeling utterly astonished. 

Tyler and Freddie were both taken aback, their eyes filled with disbelief. 

Jared, too, was struck by the incredulity of the situation. He didn’t expect a 
sect to appear in the midst of the Celestial Battlefield. 

If those buildings didn’t represent a sect, then what would be the purpose of 
constructing them? 

“Mr. Chance, what should we do? Should we continue up the mountain, or 
should we first explore these buildings?” Tyler asked Jared. 



“We should investigate the situation. If there are no treasures within these 
buildings, we won’t need to linger. We should leave immediately. However, 
everyone must be careful. The sudden appearance of a building in such a 
place is not a good sign. Beware of traps and arcane arrays,” Jared cautioned 
Tyler. 

Jared didn’t suggest going to explore himself because he was afraid that Tyler 
would overthink it. 

Even though Tyler had said he would give all the treasure to Jared, it was 
impossible for Jared to keep it all. That would be completely unjustifiable. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3457-“Alright, I’ll lead our family with Mr. 
Freddie,” Tyler nodded, then turned to Jennifer and Jacques, instructing, “You 
two stay put and don’t wander off. Make sure to wait for us to come out.” Tyler 
didn’t allow Jennifer and Jacques to accompany them, fearing that there might 
be danger within the building. 

“Master, we will accompany you…” Feenix spoke up. 

She wanted to accompany Catina and follow Jared into the building. In case 
of any danger, they would be there to help. 

“No need. You all stay outside. If there’s any real danger, we can cooperate,” 
Jared spoke to Feenix. 

Seeing that Jared wouldn’t allow her to follow him, Feenix could only nod in 
agreement. 

Jared chose a building and walked right in, while Tyler and Robyn led the 
others to search through a different building. 

Everyone’s hearts were filled with a mix of anxiety and excitement. They 
feared the presence of traps or arcane arrays, yet the thrill of possibly finding 
treasure kept them going. 

After Jared entered a building, waves of celestial energy fluctuated, causing 
the very void to tremble. 



Immediately after, Jared’s eyes lit up. Before him was a vast expanse of 
various mystical herbs and a multitude of flowers in full bloom, all growing 
incredibly lush. 

“Indeed, there was an arcane array within this building. I really can’t fathom 
what these immortals were thinking. It’s as redundant as taking off one’s pants 
to fart,” Jared was somewhat at a loss for words, not understanding why the 
immortals had set up such a large array, and even an array within an array. 

“What on earth was it all for?” Just as Jared was puzzled, he suddenly felt a 
strange movement. Following that, the spirit beast egg astonishingly made its 
way out on its own. 

The spirit beast egg was the only item that Jared didn’t have to manage. It 
could emerge on its own from the storage ring. 

The spirit beast egg was pulsating, emitting a faint glow as it continuously 
absorbed the celestial energy. 

Faiyar spoke to Jared in the latter’s mind. “Mr. Chance, why not cultivate once 
more amidst this dense celestial energy? Otherwise, all this energy will go to 
waste…” “Indeed, this place is far superior to that celestial ore mine…” Jared 
gazed at the boundless field of mystical herbs, filled with profound emotion. 

Feeling the abundant celestial energy, Jared couldn’t help but sit cross-
legged, beginning to absorb it fervently. 

The spirit beast egg was also absorbing the celestial energy on its own. 

While Jared was practicing, Feenix and the others outside surprisingly 
discovered that after Jared and his group entered those buildings, the 
buildings mysteriously disappeared. 

“Master. Master…” Startled, Feenix hastily called out, but her voice echoed 
emptily with no response at all. 

“Could these buildings all be traps?” Catina anxiously wondered. They didn’t 
understand arcane arrays, nor did they know whether those structures were 
traps. 

Catina turned to Jennifer and asked, “Ms. Summers, are there also arcane 
arrays within these buildings?” At that moment, Jennifer was also completely 



baffled, shaking her head and saying, “I have no idea either. I didn’t notice any 
arcane array at all.” “I also didn’t realize. What on earth is going on?” Jacques 
also turned pale. 

He hastily ran around the flat terrain, but there were simply no buildings in 
sight. 

It was as if those buildings had never existed. 

Just as Feenix and her group were growing anxious, a team of people was 
rapidly approaching their direction. 

These were indeed the people from Nethersky Sect, led by Pablo. 

Throughout the journey, Nethersky Sect had lost several cultivators. 

After all, the plants and animals there were nourished by celestial energy, 
making them quite formidable. 

If it hadn’t been for Pablo accompanying them, the losses of Nethersky Sect 
would have been even greater. 

“Master, I truly didn’t anticipate the danger here. If it weren’t for you, I fear 
many of us would have perished,” Magnus spoke with fear in his heart. 

“The greater the risk, the greater the return. The more perilous it is, the more it 
signifies that the treasures here must be incredibly valuable, Pablo gave a 
faint smile. 

At that point, he had already developed a deep longing for the treasures within 
those mountain peaks. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3458 -Pablo and the others quickly reached 
the middle of the mountain peak. Feenix and her companions anxiously 
waited for Jared and his group, completely unaware of their surroundings. 



It wasn’t until Pablo and the others were almost upon them that Feenix and 
her group sensed their arrival. Feenix was utterly stunned when she laid eyes 
on Pablo. 

Pablo was also taken aback when he saw Feenix. He had given Feenix a 
poison pill, yet she appeared perfectly fine. This clearly indicated that Feenix 
was unaffected. 

Upon recalling the scene where Feenix summoned the three kings and four 
archons, Pablo began to feel apprehensive. 

“People from the Summers family are here as well…” Magnus didn’t know 
Feenix and Catina, but he recognized Jennifer and Jacques at first glance. 

The two were indeed familiar to Magnus. After all, in the southern region, the 
Summers family’s arcane arrays and charm spells were well-known. 

Magnus was well-versed in the art of arcane arrays and charm spells, so he 
was quite familiar with the Summers family. 

“The Summers family?” Pablo furrowed his brow. “The family known for their 
understanding of arcane arrays and charms?” “Yes, those two are the children 
of the Summers family. If they are here, then the head of the Summers family, 
Tyler, must be here as well.” Magnus pointed at Jennifer and Jacques, 
explaining to Pablo. 

“Do you know those two people over there?” Pablo asked Magnus. 

Pablo inquired about Feenix and Catina, but Magnus simply shook his head. 

Feenix was also extremely nervous at that moment. She knew the strength of 
Pablo. With only Catina present, it would be nearly impossible for them to deal 
with him. 

Moreover, Pablo had been relentlessly pursuing Jared. If he found out that 
Jared was right there, it would cause trouble. 

Catina stared at Pablo, feeling somewhat surprised. She hadn’t expected that 
Pablo, despite his young age, had reached the Eighth Level Tribulator 
cultivator. 

“This guy is the one who wants to kill Master. 



We mustn’t let him know that Master is here.” Feenix whispered to Catina. 

Upon hearing that, Catina became tense. 

She knew that Jared had been obedient those past few days, serving her 
every day, all to leverage her strength. 

However, Catina had not anticipated that the person pursuing Jared would be 
so formidable. If a fight broke out, she stood no chance. 

For a moment, both parties silently stared at each other, neither willing to 
break the silence first. 

Pablo was also feeling nervous at that moment, especially with Catina, a 
Seventh Level Tribulator cultivator, present. 

If those elite beast race members from before were there, Pablo knew that his 
only option would be to flee for his life. 

He couldn’t understand how Feenix, a person who hadn’t even reached the 
Tribulation cultivator, commanded such respect from Seventh Level Tribulator 
cultivators. 

“Master, the Summers family has shown up here. They may have already 
discovered something. I suggest we take action first, control these two from 
the Summers family, and then force them to work for us. There must be 
arcane arrays on top of this mountain peak. It’s perfect to let the Summers 
family take the lead, serving as cannon fodder…” Magnus wanted Pablo to 
take action and capture Jennifer and Jacques. 

Then, using these two individuals, he planned to control the entire Summers 
family, paving the way for them to lead from the front. 

In that case, Nethersky Sect wouldn’t have to suffer any more losses. They 
had already lost quite a few members on this journey. 

“Don’t attack them!” Pablo was instantly startled, his body shuddering slightly. 

“Master, we have the numbers. Should we really be afraid of them?” Magnus 
was utterly confused. 

“Shut up.” Pablo glared fiercely at Magnus, silencing him. 



After a moment of silence between the two parties, Pablo slowly retreated and 
headed toward the mountain peak. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3459-Magnus was momentarily taken aback, 
but he still followed Pablo and left. Only after Pablo and the others had 
departed did Feenix and Catina finally relax. At that moment, the siblings, 
Jennifer and Jacques, were also drenched in sweat. 

They had heard of the infamous Nethersky Sect, known for their wickedness. 

Just a while ago, the two of them were also afraid that the Nethersky Sect 
would suddenly strike. 

The other party had said nothing, just abruptly left, leaving the siblings with a 
feeling as if they had survived a catastrophe. 

Jennifer and Jacques glanced at Feenix and Catina. They speculated that the 
pair had said nothing before turning to leave, surely out of apprehension 
toward them. 

After all, Catina was a Seventh Level Tribulator. She was not so easily dealt 
with. 

“Feenix, why did they leave?” Catina asked, with a hint of confusion. 

“How would I know?” At that moment, Feenix was also somewhat bewildered. 

She had assumed that when Pablo saw her, he would undoubtedly be livid, 
even resorting to physical violence against her. 

After all, not too long ago, she had just instructed Monkey Archon and his 
companions to teach Pablo a lesson. 

Upon this thought, a spark lit up in Feenix’s eyes, and a smile crept onto her 
lips. She finally understood why Pablo and the others had left without uttering 
a single word. 



She thought Pablo must have mistakenly thought that Monkey Archon, Lion 
Archon, and others were still by her side, which was why he didn’t dare to 
make a move and quickly left. 

However, just because Pablo and the others had left, it didn’t mean that the 
danger was over Jared and his companions hadn’t emerged yet. If they had 
emerged and encountered Pablo, she would have undoubtedly taken action 
without hesitation. 

After all, the one Pablo was relentlessly pursuing was Jared. 

At that moment, Feenix could only wait for Jared to emerge and inform him of 
the situation. Afterward, they had to leave that place as soon as possible. 

Meanwhile, Jared, who was cultivating, felt the celestial energy around him 
gradually thinning. When he opened his eyes, he found that the mystical 
herbs had all withered, and the patterns on the spirit beast egg were emitting 
a dazzling light. 

“Could it be that this spirit beast egg is about to hatch? Jared was extremely 
excited. 

However, after waiting for quite some time, Jared found that the spirit beast 
egg remained utterly still, and the blinding radiance gradually faded away. 

“D*mn! Even after absorbing so much celestial energy, it still hasn’t hatched. 

Just what on earth is inside this thing?” Jared was somewhat speechless. He 
wanted to probe with his spiritual sense, but when he thought of the radiant, 
multicolored light emitted by the spirit beast egg, Jared immediately dismissed 
the idea. “If someone were to discover this place again, I reckon it would lead 
to a whole lot of trouble down the line!” Jared had no choice but to place the 
spirit beast egg back into the Storage Ring and step out. 

When Jared’s figure appeared, the vanished building surprisingly reappeared 
as well. 

At that moment, Tyler, Freddie, and the others had also emerged. However, 
quite a few people from the Summers family were injured this time. 

“F*ck! Who would have thought that this seemingly ordinary old building would 
actually contain an arcane array? It has injured quite a few people. However, 



fortunately, after breaking the arcane array, I obtained a set of charm spells… 
Freddie pulled out an ancient book, its pages already yellowed with age. It 
contained detailed instructions on how to use the set of charm spells. 

“Let me see…. Tyler’s face was filled with astonishment as he hastily took it 
over and began to examine it carefully. 

After a good while, Tyler was so moved that he unexpectedly knelt directly on 
the ground, bowing his head in reverence to the ancient book. “Haha! These 
are the charm spells of the Skywrath Sect. We are the orthodox. Our 
Summers family is the orthodox descendants of the Skywrath Sect… Tyler 
bowed repeatedly. 

Upon hearing that, the rest of the Summers family members also fell to their 
knees one after another. 

Even Freddie, who had obtained the charm spells, wore a completely 
bewildered expression on his face. 

Upon hearing about the Skywrath Sect, Jared was taken aback. Turning to 
Tyler, he asked, “Mr. Summers, may I have a look, if you don’t mind?” “Of 
course!” Tyler nodded and carefully handed the ancient book to Jared. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3460-Jared took the ancient book and 
skimmed through its pages. He discovered that it contained charm spells, 
specifically those of the Skywrath Sect. This was because Jared had received 
the true teachings of the Skywrath Sect. In the past, within the ancient ruins, 
Jared had even been fortunate enough to witness the full glory of the 
Skywrath Sect. 

Jared couldn’t understand. How could the records of the Skywrath Sect’s 
charm spells exist in the Ethereal Realm? And what about Tyler, claiming to 
be the true inheritor of the Skywrath Sect? What was that all about? 

Jared returned the ancient book to Tyler and asked, “Mr. Summers, are you 
familiar with the Skywrath Sect?” “Of course. The Skywrath Sect was a major 
sect thousands of years ago, specializing in the practice of charm spells. 



However, after the Celestial Battle, the sect was destroyed. Yet, some of the 
charm spells from the Skywrath Sect were passed down. The charm spells 
that the Summers family practices are said to be from the Skywrath Sect. 
Therefore, our family could be considered a continuation of the Skywrath 
Sect, although there is no corroborating evidence. 

Now that we have this ancient book from the Skywrath Sect, our family has 
truly become the legitimate inheritors of the Skywrath Sect.” Tyler’s face was 
filled with excitement, and his body trembled slightly. 

Listening to Tyler’s words, Jared also understood something. The Skywrath 
Sect must have been a sect in the Immortal Realm that had fallen during the 
Celestial Battle. 

When in the mundane world, the so-called Skywrath Sect ruins that Jared 
followed Flaxseed to seemed more like a teleportation array, transporting from 
the mundane world to the Skywrath Sect. 

Reflecting on the words of the leader of the Skywrath Sect, Jared could 
indeed discern that the Skywrath Sect was not a sect from the mundane 
world. 

After all, the day when the leader of the Skywrath Sect saw the blood demon’s 
zombie puppet, he recognized it at a glance and even teased it for a while. 

That indicated that the status of the Skywrath Sect was definitely not low. 

Flaxseed’s elder in the Guild of Theurgists was once a junior disciple of the 
Skywrath Sect in his early years, and that was a testament to the formidable 
strength of the Skywrath Sect. 

Naturally, Tyler was excited when he saw the charm spells recorded by the 
Skywrath Sect. He was so overwhelmed that he both bowed his head in 
respect and laughed heartily. 

But if Tyler were to find out that all the charm spells of the Skywrath Sect were 
stored in Jared’s mind, one could only imagine the look on his face. 

“Mr. Summers, even if you obtain these charm spells, it’s not guaranteed that 
subjugation of the charm spirit, so don’t celebrate too soon…” Jared thought 
he would dampen Tyler’s mood with those words. 



After all, mastering the charm spells, especially advanced ones, wasn’t 
something one could learn just by taking a glance. If it were that easy, 
everyone could become a charm master. 

Upon hearing Jared’s words, Tyler laughed and said, “Of course, the charm 
spells recorded in it are beyond our ability to master. However, with this 
ancient book, our family can proudly claim to be the descendants of the 
Skywrath Sect.” Jared chuckled but did not continue speaking. The charm 
spells of the Ethereal Realm had fallen into such a state of desolation. Now 
that the Summers family had acquired these charm spells from the Skywrath 
Sect, they could indeed boast about it. 

Right then, Feenix stepped forward and said to Jared, “Master, I have some 
unfortunate news to share. Pablo was just here!” “What?” Jared’s face 
instantly turned extremely unpleasant. 

He hadn’t expected that Pablo would actually follow him all the way there. It 
seems this guy is truly persistent! 

However, Jared was unaware that Pablo didn’t go there to pursue him. 
Instead, he was on a treasure hunt. 

Upon seeing Jared’s complexion, Feenix hurriedly said, “Don’t worry, Master. 

Pablo has left and gone to the mountaintop. Therefore, we won’t run into them 
as we descend the mountain now.” “What is Pablo doing on the mountain 
peak?” Jared’s brow slightly furrowed. 

“Mr. Chance, who is this Pablo you speak of? The young lady just mentioned 
that people from the Nethersky Sect came by but left without causing any 
trouble.” At that moment, Tyler came over. 

It seemed that Jennifer also shared her recent ordeal with Tyler. 

“You could say he’s an enemy. This guy has been relentlessly pursuing me!” 
Jared explained. 
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